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ABSTRACT 

A measurement instrument called Spent Fuel Attribute Tester, SFAT, has been designed, 
fabricated and taken into use by the IAEA in gross defect verification of spent BWR fuel 
assemblies. The equipment consists of an underwater measurement head connected with cables to 
a control unit on the bridge of the fuel handling machine as well as to a PMCA for measurement 
of die gamma spectra. The BWR SFAT is optimized for the AFR interim storage, TVO KPA-
STORE, of the TVO Power Company in Olkiluoto, Finland. It has a shape and it is moved like 
a fuel assembly using the fuel handling machine. No fuel movements are needed. Spent fuel 
specific radiation from the fission product 137Cs at the gamma-ray energy of 662 keV is detected 
above the assemblies in the storage rack using a NaI(Tl) detector. In the design and in licensing 
the requirements of the IAEA, operator and the safety authority have been taken into account. The 
BWR SFAT allows modifications for other LWR fuel types with minor changes. The work has 
been carried out under the task FIN A 563 of the Finnish Support Programme to IAEA 
Safeguards. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The amount of spent Light Water Reactor 
(LWR) fuel is increasing. Most often spent fuel 
assemblies are stored under water. At the end 
of 1992 there were, among other nuclear 
material, 366 t of plutonium contained in 
irradiated fuel under Agency safeguards III. 
The year before, the amount was 8.6 per cent 
smaller. It is foreseen that the amount of spent 
LWR fuel, and therefore also interim storing, 
keeps on growing also in the future because 
final disposal of spent fuel into the bedrock 
seems to be an economically more favorable 
option than reprocessing. In 1992 the main 
difficulties encountered by the Agency in fully 
attaining the safeguards inspection goals in 
LWRs concerned first inconclusive containment 
and surveillance (C/S) in cases where there 
were no back-up measures and second non
destructive assay (NDA) verification of 
irradiated f>el with long cooling time and low 
burnup /!/. Long cooling time in this context 
means about 10 years or more and low burnup 
m^ans about 10 MWd/kgU or less, 
respectively. In addition to these difficulties 
related to the physical properties of the 
assemblies, there are external factors that may 
prevent the use of the most commonly used 
gross defect verification instruments, the 
Cerenkov Viewing Device (CVD). The most 
often met external problems include non-
transparent or rippling pool water and difficulty 
to have access to directly above the assemblies 
io be verified. 

Spent fuel is accumulating also in Finland. At 
the time being, only the boiling water reactor 
(3WR) type speni fuel of the power company 
Teollisuuden Voima Oy is stored in the wet 
away-from-the-reactor (AFR) interim storage in 

Olkiluoto, Finland (TVO KPA-STORE). At the 
end of 1993 die spent fuel inventory of the 
KPA-STORE was 18i6 assemblies including 
2.4 t of plutonium. The theoretical annual 
increase of the inventory is around 2S0 spent 
fuel assemblies. The longest cooled assemblies 
were taken out of the core in 1981. 

A technical exercise and demonstration of UM 
basic concept of the spent fuel attribute tester, 
SFAT, was arranged at the TVO NPS in 1990 
111. It was noted by the participants, including 
inspectors of the IAEA and Euratom, that the 
SFAT concept is practicable and it is urgently 
needed for immediate implementation. It was 
also noted by the participants that the spent 
fuel specific nature of the SFAT method is a 
considerable improvement upon the spent fuel 
non-specific nature of the improved CVD 
(ICVD). It was envisaged that the SFAT will 
be used as a complementary method rather than 
a supplementary method to the ICVD. 

The basic requrement of the IAEA for the task 
FIN A563 was to make a spent fuel attribute 
tester that can be used to verify the presence of 
irradiated fuel assemblies. Detection should be 
based on spent fuel specific radiation, fission 
product gamma rays, emitted by individual 
spent fuel assemblies stored under water. No 
fuel movements just for verification purposes 
were allowed. On one hand it was understood 
that the radiation detection and other inner 
parts of the SFAT can be designed rather 
universal. On the other hand it was clear that 
different facility conditions, concerning 
especially the physical introduction of the 
SFAT into the pond, require the device to have 
some facility specific features. 
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In this report the design, licensing and the 
performance of the BWR SFAT is explained. 
A detailed user manual is attached as Appendix 
1. The user manual has been tested in practice 
and revised accordingly based on the 
experience gained during a physical inventory 
verification inspection (PIV) 

performed by the Agency »t the TVO KPA-
STORE. In addition to the user manual, a 
separate document "SFAT, Instructions for 
maintenance" .'3/ has been made for use of the 
parties involved at the moment in the use of 
this device i.e. IAEA, TVO. Plustech Ltd and 
STUK. 
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2 PROJECT PLANNING 

The task FIN A563, called "Class IV BWR 
SFAT". was preceded by the task FIN A416 
where the feasibility of the SFAT approach had 
been experimentally confirmed. Under the task 
FIN A416, two different SFATs, had been built 
and tested. The lighter one has less lead 
shielding while the heavier one (about 130 kg) 
has massive lead shielding allowing the use of 
large volume detectors. Both SFATs were 
moved in the air using the facility crane and 
under water using the fuel handling machine. 
The lighter SFAT was tested using different 
detectors namely a 2" x 2" NaI(Tl) detector, a 
Geiger-Mueller counter and a small sized CdTe 
detector. So, the task FIN A563 was based on 
a large experience in making SFAT 
measurements both under reactor facility and 
interim storage conditions. 

The actual work of the present task was 
conducted in two stages. The first stage 
included specification of the requirements set to 
the SFAT by all three parties i.e. the Agency, 
the facility operator and the safety authority. 
Mechanical, electrical and functional 
requirements were specified. For the 
specification stage, the Technical Research 
Centre of Finland (VTT) was contracted by 
STUK. The results were reported separately 141 
and the report formed the basis for the detailed 
designing of the SFAT 

Based on a competitive bidding, a company 
specialized to underwater design and 
instrumentation. Plustech Ltd, was contracted 
by STUK for the SFAT designing and 
fabrication. Fn addition to Plustech Ltd, the 
VTT was contracted to act as an independent 
technical expert body for the project. VTT ha.s 

large expertise especially in using and 
designing radiation detection devices for 
industrial applications. 

It was clear from the experiments performed 
that the intense gamma flux above die storage 
rack in the pond may cause such an 
interference to the detected signal that the 
gamma rays originating from the uranium fuel 
area, about half a meter below the fuel 
assembly handle, cannot be detected. The 
optimization of the measurement geometry was 
thus of crucial importance to the proper 
performance of the SFAT and a precondition to 
the designing. In parallel with the task FIN 
A563, the SFAT measurement geometry was 
optimized under a separate US Support 
Programme task using radiation transport 
calculations 151. Modelling and optimization 
calculations were based on the gamma 
spectrometric measurements performed in the 
storage pond of the TVO KPA-STORE IM. 

The results of the optimization were somewhat 
ambiguous as for the optimal collimator pipe 
length. Also the optimum thickness of the filter 
for scattered low-energy gamma-rays was not 
given. To resolve the ambiguity and to confirm 
experimentally the recommended parameters, a 
set of test measurements were made at the 
TVO KPA-STORE. For prcpr evaluation of 
the results, the Nal spectra were analyzed 
using special peak fitting algorithms 161. 

A follow-up group with representatives of all 
part;es met monthly to discuss the technical 
aspects of the project. The IAEA members of 
the folk v-up group, not always able to take 
part in the meetings, were kept informed about 
the progress of the task. 
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POOL GEOMETRY OF THE TVO 
KPA-STORE 

Figure 1 shows a schematic lay-out of the 
storage section of the TVO KPA-STORE. 
Three pools, horizontal dimensions 7.2 m x 9 
m. depth 13.5 m. are reserved for storing the 
fuel assemblies in dense storage racks under 
water. The pools are filled with 12,5 m of 
water. The pitch of the storage rack positions 
is 165 mm. The external side of the square 
assemblies is 134 mm. The spent fuel handling 
and evacuation pool has a operator owned fuel 
service equipment, gamma wagon, fixed >>n the 
wall. Docking of the SFAT to the fuel handling 
machine is done by lowering the SFAT by 
crane inside a support plate of the gamma 
wagon. The gamma wagon is next driven down 
to a level where the fuel handling machine can 
pick-up the SFAT in a way it )icks up a fuel 
assembly. Because the SFAT ha< a height of a 
fuel assembly, the device can also be 
transported like a fuel assembly above the 
storage ponds seen in Fig. 1. 

The storage pond A in Fig. 1 has a spent BWR 
fuel reference assembly of the IAEA separately 

sealed in a corner position. The reference 
assembly is measured durng an inspection by 
the IAEA as a part of the authentication of the 
SFAT measurement method. 

In order to allow safe handling of the SFAT in 
the pool, the collimator tube was designed to 
be a vertically moving telescope. A telescope 
design makes it possible to keep a fixed 
detector-collimator measurement geometry not 
depending on the actual height individual 
assemblies are stored in the rack. As seen in 
Fig. 2. assemblies without a fuel channel are 
stored about 184 mm deeper in the rack than 
assemblies with a fuel channel. The telescope 
design allows the body of the SFAT to be kept 
all the time at a fixed height. At this height, 
called the upper transport level, the fuel 
handling machine with an assembly or SFAT 
hanging in it can move freely in the horizontal 
direction anywhere in the pond, above the pool 
gates and the storage racks. Figure 2 shows the 
vertical pool geometry of the TVO KPA-
STORE. 

I 
pPOND A 

mm g 

EVAC. I 
POND I 

LOADING 
POND 

I 1 

TRANSPORT CORRIDOR 

RAIL 

Figure I. Schematic lay-out of the pools in the storage section of the TVO KPA-STORE. 
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Figure 2. Distance between the upper transport level and the level of pool gates and the handles 
of fuel assemblies stored with and without fuel channels at the TVO KPA-STORE. 
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4 TECHNICAL DESIGN 

4.1 General characteristics 

The specification phase of die task revealed 
that there were two critical features in the 
operation of the SFAT device, which must be 
resolved to get large acceptance for use at 
spent fuel storages. One is the operation under 
water, the other is reliable and accurate vertical 
positioning of the collimator above the 
assembly to be verified. Positioning system and 
the detection geometry together guarantee that 
the signal detected comes only from the 
assembly to be verified without cross-talk from 
the neighboring assemblies in the dense storage 
rack. 

The SFAT has an external design similar to a 
real fuel assembly. Ft is specially designed for 
the fuel type and operating conditions met at 
the TVO KPA-STORE. The SFAT design 
allows, however, easy modification for other 
fuel types and other facilities. Cooling time 
does not limit the feasibility of the method 
during the planned interim storing of about 40 
- 50 years. This is because the verification is 
based on the point wise (not scanning) 
detection of fission product gamma rays of the 
long lived '"Cs (T'/J = 30.1 years) at 662 keV 
or on the short lived '"Pr (T'/J = 284 days) at 
2186 keV using a Nal detector. Special 
attention was paid to verification of such 
assemblies which cannot be verified by the 
CVD method. 

According to the main safety requirements, the 
verification procedure must not impair the 
safety either of the stored fuel assemblies, of 
the facility personnel or of the inspectors. The 
SFAT is also designed to allow easy 
decontamination. Contacts with the fuel or 
other structures of the pond are neither needed 

nor allowed under operation. In addition to the 
precise horizontal positioning by the fuel 
handling machine, the accuracy of the vertical 
repositioning ;s better than ± 5 mm required 
in the specifications. In the air SFAT is 
handled with the crane of the storage hall. 
Under water SFAT is handled with the fuel 
handling machine. No changes were made to 
the fuel handling machine operating 
specifications, instructions or safety logic. 

4.2 Mechanical structure 

According to the safety classification of the 
Finnish safety authority STUK. SFAT is 
considered as EYT (non-nuclear, see 5.1). 
Classification as EYT means diat the device is 
not included in a special safety control 
programme required by authorities at the 
nuclear facilities but the SFAT maintenance 
program HI is followed. The BWR SFAT is 
designed to have a shape, as close as possible, 
of a real ABB-Atom BWR assembly. The total 
weight is 204 kg. Under water the SFAT will 
experience a buoyant force of 800 N. The 
weight of a real BWR fuel assembly is about 
300 kg with a fuel channel is and about 260 
without it, respectively. The total length of the 
SFAT is 4400 mm with the telescope 
collimator pipe in and 5200 mm with the 
telescope all out (maximum stroke 800 mm). 
For safety reasons an original BWR fuel 
assembly handle of the ABB-Atom is attached 
on the top of the adapter part (see Fig. 3). The 
underwater equipment is connected by cables to 
the SFAT control unit and to a portable 
multichannel analyzer (FMCA) both located on 
the b idge of the fuel handling machine. Figure 
3 sh( ws the mechanical design of the BWR 
SFAT. 
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F/gurf J. Mechanical design of the BWR 
SFAT. (1) = adapter, (2) = stainless steel 
frame tube, (3) - Nal detector, (4) = 
collimator tube. (5) = ultrasonic distance 
sensor. (6) = actuator, (7) = water leak 
switch and (S) = redundant safety switch. 

The adapter connects the main part of the 
instrument to the handle. The adapter part is 
plant specific in dimensions and its length can 
be fixed according to the requirements of the 
facility in question. The handle of the BWR 
SFAT allows safe grabbing with the fuel 
handling machine. The air filled watertight 
body is designed for general use, to be adapted 
as such to different facilities. It has a square 
shaped. 3 mm thick, stainless steel frame tube 
with outer dimensions of 142 mm x 142 mm. 

A NalfTl) detector. Bicron 1,5" x 1,5 ", is 
located inside a lead shield connected to the 
collimator tube. The design of the detector 
housing allows the use of even a larger 
detector. For example, the commercially 
available a 2" x 2" Nal detector of Harshaw in 
standard use in the Agency fits into the 
housing. The Bicron detector is centered inside 
the detector housing using a separate plastic 
cylinder. The detector housing is covered by a 
I mm copper liner. In order to reduce the 
interference of the in-streaming scattered 
radiation, the collimator tube wails are made of 
6 mm thick steel. The cylindrical lead 
collimator has a total length of 200 mm and an 
aperture of 10 mm. In addition to the 2 mm 
copper filter, iron filters with 10 mm of 
effective thickness are installed between the 
pool and the detector to increase the signal-to-
noise ratio. The lead shield and the collimator 
geometry of the BWR SFAT are shown in Fig. 
4. More details of the mechanical structure are 
shown in the Instructions for maintenance IV. 

For transport and storing, the SFAT and its 
control unit together with all carles are kept in 
a custom made aluminum box. The facility 
requirements have been taken into account also 
in designing the box. Figure 5 shows the 
storage tax and the SFAT lifted out of the 
box. Figure 6 shows the BWR SFAT in the 
measurement position at the TVO KPA-
STORE. 
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Filter Fe 5 mm 
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Steel tube 2 mm 
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1 mm Cu liner 

Detector lead shield 

Filter 
'Cu 2 mm + Fe 3 mm 

Lead collimator 

Steel tube 6 mm 

End window thickness 2 mm 

026 

Figure 4. The optimized lead shield and collimator geometry of the BWR SFAT. 
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Figure 5. SFAT is stored in a custom made aluminum box. 
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Figure 6. BWR SF AT has a shape and it is moved like a fuel assembly above the rack of spent 
fuel assemblies. 
14 
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4.3 Materials 

In choosing the materials in contact with the 
pond water the guidelines of the ABB Materials 
Handbook 111 have been followed. All metal 
parts are of stainless steel, all o-ring gaskets 
are made of EPDM. A triple dynamic seal of 
PTFF is used for the telescope. A video 
camera cable of type Hamilton C-21846 was 
used as the detector cable (the so-called "yel
low cable" in Ref. /8/). The cable connecting 
the linear actuator of the SFAT collimator t(. 
the control unit was made by Raychem. The 
cable connecting the sensor signals of the 
SFAT (distance meter, leak sensor, temperatu
re sensor) is confined in a flexible hose made 
of EPDM (Pirelli Python). The wire cable used 
for the emergency winch is also confined in a 
flexible Pirelli Python hose. 

All stainless steel surfaces are electrolytically 
polished to provide easy decontamination. Also 
the cable materials were chosen keeping in 
mind easy decontamination. All materials used 
for the SFAT were accepted by the operator 
(TVO). 

4.4 Control system 

4.4.1 Structure 

The control system consists of commercial 
computer boards. It doesn't include any 
moving parts (excluding the switches). The 
main components are a PC104-format CPU-
board (Ampro Computers, Inc. 286-processor, 
512 Kb RAM, 256 Kb Flash ROM), an I/O-
board (Real Time Devices, Inc.), a LCD-
display controller (Ampro) and a LCD-display 
(Sharp, 640x400 pixel). The software is written 
in Borland Turbo C v. 3.0, and the executable 
is stored in the Flash-ROM on the CPU-board. 

4.4.2 Inputs and outputs 

The inputs and the outputs are shown in Fig. 7 
(page 16). The analog inputs (0 - 10 V) are as 
follows: 
• position of the telescope 

• setpoint of the telescope position 
• distance of the fuel handle and 
• water temperature. 

The only analog output (0 - 10 V) is the 
setpoint of the telescope position. Digital inputs 
(0/5 V) are as follows: 
• telescope force limit downwards 
• telescope force limit upwards 
• telescope position limit downwards and 

collision switch 
• telescope position limit upwards 
• telescope operation button DOWN 
• telescope operation button UP 
• read distance -button and 
• leak sensor. 

The only digital output (0/5 V) is the telescope 
enable. 

4.4.3 Safety logic 

The telescope can be driven downwards only if 
all the following conditions are fulfilled: 
• an acceptable distance is rea' from the 

ultra-sonic device 
• no leak is detected 
• force limits of the telescope are not 

exceeded 
• position limits of the telescope are not 

exceeded 
• emergency stop button is not pressed 
• telescope is enabled 
• operator pi esses the telescope DOWN-

button 
• measured setpoint of the telescope 

equals the given position setpoint 
(Fig. 7) 

• setpoint has not been reached and 
• no collision is detected. 
If all the above conditions are not fulfilled, the 
telescope can be driven only upwards. The 
error conditions are reported on the display. 

The telescope stops automatically, when: 
• setpoint is reached 
• force limit of the telescope is exceeded 
• one of the position limits of the 

telescope ir exceeded or 
• collision sensor is switched on. 
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CPU-board l/O-board 

measure distance -key 

distance measurement 

temperature measurement 

leakeage sensor 
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up-limit -switch 
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position setpoint 

MOTOR CONTROLLER i ACTUATOR 

. switch position 

• o - i f f 
TELESCOPE 
OPERATION T.VITCH 
STOMJMXJ** 

telescope position measurement 

"A~ä 

enabie 

DISPLAY 
4 CONTROLLER 

SENSOR POWER VOLTAGES 

EMERGENCY STOP 

Figure 7. Interfacing ,/ the SFATcontrol system. 

The emergency stop -button switches off supply 
voltages of the motor controller and the sensors 
regardless of the control system electronics. 
The same action can be fulfilled by the 
software via the enable-signal. 

The enable-signal is switched off by the 
software, if: 
• leak is detected 
• measured setpoint of the telescope 

differs from the given position setpoint 
(Fig. 7) 

• setpoint is exceeded. 

4.4.4 Control Panel 

Figures 8 and 9 show die SFAT control unit. 
The numbers of Fig. 8 indicate the operation 
or messages explained briefly in the text 

below. A more detailed explanation is available 
in the User manual (Appendix 1). 

The movement and the position of the telescope 
and the fuel handle are indicated numerically as 
well as graphically (see Fig. 8). The zero 
(reference) point of this scale is the bottom 
surface of the SFAT body. The values of 
position, setpoint and distance are presented 
with respect to this reference point: 

Position Displays the measured stroke 
(mm) of the telescope. 

Setpoint Indicates the level (mm) to which 
the telescope can be driven by 
pressing the tele? rope down 
button. 

Distance Indicates the measured distance 
(mm) between the SFAT body and 
the fuel handle. 
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General 
SFA T User Manual is meant for the facility operator to provide information on how to install, 
use and decontaminate the SFA T. It is also meant for the inspector to be able to follow 
operation of the SFA T and to use it with a multichannel analyser (e.g. PMCA) connected to the 
Nal(TI) detector for verification of spent fuel assemblies at the wet AFR (away from reactor! 
storage of the TVO (TVO K FA-STORE) in Finland. 

1. CONTROL PANEL 

I . 1 Operation keys 

TELESCOPE UP(1) 
When this button is continuously pressed, the telescope is retracted to its top position 
(UP LIMIT = 10 mrp). The telescope stops when the button is released or the UP LIMIT 
is reached. As the telescope stops, the MOTOR BALANCE message ic displayed. The 
low setpoint value (SETPOINT on the display) is also reset to be equal vo the UP LIMIT 
whenever the TELESCOPE UP button is pressed (excluding the CHECK mode). 

TELESCOPE DOWN (2) 
When this button is continuously pressed, the telescope is driven to the low setpoint 
position (SETPOINT on the display). Displayed SETPOINT is equal to the UP LiMIT, if the 
distance to the fuel handle is unknown. It is 78 mm above the measured distance to the 
fuel handle, if an acceptable distance has been given by the ultrasonic transducer (see 
Fig. A1). In the CHECK mode the SETPOINT is 810 mm. The telescope stops when the 
button is released or the setpoint value is reached. As the telescope stops, the MOTOR 
BALANCE message is displayed. 

EMERGENCY STOP (3) 
When pressed, this button disconnects the power supply to the motor control unit and 
the sensors. Telescope stops at the present position and the fcMERGENCY STOP 
message is displayed. To release, turn the button clock-wise. 

READ DIST 
When pressed, the ultrasonic measurement of the distance to the fuel handle is started. 
The DISTANCE displayed is approved by repressing the READ DIST key. To be 
approved, the DISTANCE must be (594 ± 30) mm for assemblies with fuel channel or 
(778 ± 30) mm for assemblies without it, respectively. Distance reading is possible to 
start only if the POSITION of the telescope is < 20 mm. The iow setpoint is calculated 
as SETPOINT = DISTANCE - 78 mm. 

NOTE: The so-called service display can be activated when the EMERGENCY STOP is switched 
on and the READ DIST button is pressed. 

MCU POWER 
The power supply to the motor control unit is turned on )ff. At the off-mode the enable 
signal is also disconnected. 
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Figure AI. SFAT control panel: 1 = telescope up, 2 = telescope down, 3 = emergency stop, 
4 = MCU power, 5 = program running, 6 = collision, 7 = leak, 8 = force limit reset, 
9 = corridors for the allowed positions of the fuel handles (upper for the assemblies with fuel 
channel, lower for the assemblies without fuel channel) and 10 = measured position of the fuel 
handle. 
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MCU ENABLE 
The enable signal of the motor control unit, on/off. The SETPOINT (low setpoint value) 
is reset to the U? LIMIT when the enable signal is in the off-position. 

CHECK 
To test the limit switches and other operation, the CHECK mode can be chosen. The 
shift to the CHECK mode must be confirmed by the MCU ENABLE key. In the CHECK 
mode the SETPOINT and the DISTANCE values are both equal to 810 mm. MCU 
POWER must bp switched on before selecting CHECK mode. Repress the CHECK key to 
return to the normal operation. 

QUIT 
Quit and restart of the SFAT program. 

FLR (8) 
Force limit reset. Exceeding the telescope's force limit stops the operation and the MCU 
FORCE LIMIT message is displayed. To reset, press the FLR button or the MCU ENABLE 
key, if also the MCU DISABLED message is displayed. The reason for the exceeding 
(sticking or collision) must always be examined and removed before resetting. 

1.2 Signal lights 

PRG (5) 
Program is running, when the light is blinking. Unblinking PRG indicates a failure 
condition in which case the EMERGENCY STOP must be switched on. 

MCU (4) 
Motor Control Unit power supply is on/off. At off-mode the NO MCU POWER message 
L displayed. 

COLL (6) 
The '.elescope is all out and the movement was stopped by the low limit switch or a 
collision has occurred. The COLLISION message is displayed also. 

LEAK (7) 
A leak is detected and a LEAK message is displayed (see also 1.4). 

1.3 POSITION, SETPOINT and DISTANCE displays 

The following three values are all presented on the same scale. The zero point is the bottom 
surface of the SFAT frame tube. 

POSITION 
The measured stroke (mm) of the telescope, presented also as a graphical bar. The 
POSITION is unknown (XXX is displayed) if the MCU POWER is disconnected. 

SETPOINT 
Tiie low setpoint value (mm) of the telescope. When the TELESCOPE DOWN button is 
continuously pressed, the telescope stops automatically at this position. 
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DISTANCE 
The measured distance (mm) of the fuel handle. The value can be approved by pressing 
READ DIST. SETPOINT is calculated from this value (SETPOINT = DISTANCE - 78 mm). 
At the left edge of the bar the limits of the handle location have been shown with 
dashed lines and the measured location with a thick line (see Fig. A1). The 
measurement rf the distance is reactivated by pressing READ DIST again. 

1.4 Alarm and incident messages 

EMERGENCY STOP 
EMERGENCY STOP button has been pressed. 

LEAK 
A leak is detected which disconnects the power supply to the motor control unit and 
the sensors. In such a case take the SFAT out of the pond (see 3.2 below). 

CPU DIAGNOSTICS 
An internal false status is detected by the control computer diagnostics. 

NO MCU POWER 
Motor control power supply is disconnected. 

MCU DISABLED 
Motor control unit is disabled, i.e. no telescope motion is allowed. 

MCU FORCE LIMIT 
The telescope force limit has been exceeded. If there is also the MCU DISABLED 
message, this alarm is initiated by the control program and the resetting is done by the 
MCU ENABLE key. Otherwise reset by pressing the FLR key. 

MOTOR BALANCE 
The telescope is not moving. 

UP LIMIT 
The telescope is at its top position. 

COLLISION 
The telescope is ail out and the movement was stopped by the low limit switch or a 
collision has occurred. Acknowledge with the MCU ENABLE key. The reason must 
always be examined and removed before continuing. 
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2. OPERATION 

2.1 Installation and testing 

At the TVO KPA-STORE the SFAT is stored in a locked storage box together with all the 
equipment and instructions except for the multichannel analyzer (e.g. PMCA). 

1. Operator: Open the SFAT storage box and lift the control unit out of the box on a table 
close to the box. Take the cables gently out of the box. 

2. Operator/inspector: Connect the cables to the control unit and to the analyzer. To avoid 
false connection all the terminals are different. 

3. Inspector: Set the high voltage (H.V.) of the Bicron 1,5" x 1,5" Nal(TI) detector to 
+ 500 V. 

4. Inspector: Examine the operation of the detector with '37Cs and/or MCo test sources 
provided by the state authority. The position of the test sources (1450 mm from the 
lower part) is marked with CP (Calibration Point) on the SFAT frame tube. 

5. Inspector: If the operation is acceptable, save the spectrum, turn the H.V. off and 
disconnect the cables from the analyzer. 

6. Operator: Lift the SFAT from the storage box with a bridge crane to the bed on the 
floor. The lifting instructions are in the storage box cover. 

7. Operator: Connect the power supply to the control unit and turn the power on by the 
switch on the side. The monitor displays a check list item by item (assembly of the 
probes, bolts and cables etc). After checking the status of each item, press the CHECK 
key. After all checks, a display shown in Fig. A1 will appear. 

8. Operator: Install the green plastic end cover to the lower end of the SFAT. Connect a 
hoisting cable to the lifting handle and hoist the SFAT to a vertical position with the 
crane. 

NOTE: The telescope must not be moved while the SFA T is in a horizontal position because the 
collimator system may stick. 

9. Operator: Remove the end cover and attach the tester assembly (see Fig. A2) for the 
distance measurement calibration to the lower end of the SFAT. The distance between 
the ultrasonic transducer «>nd the calibration surface should be 760 mm. Move the SFAT 
with the crane above the evacjation pond with all the cables connected to the SFAT. 

10. Operator: Rinse the SFAT and the cables all over with clean water to facilitate later 
decontamination. Lower the SFAT in the pond checking that the ultrasonic transducer is 
under water. 

11. Operator: Release the EMERGENCY STOP, if connected, by turning it clock-wise. 
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f/iyw» >I2. Mechanical construction of the BWR SFA T: 1 = adapter, 2 = frame tube, 
3 = detector with lead shield, 4 = collimator pipe, 5 = ultrasonic transducer, 6 = linear 
actuator, 7 = tester assembly and 8 = end cover. 
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12. Operator: Press MCU POWER key and check the control panel information: MCU light 
turns on and PRG light is blinking. Text NO MCU POWER disappears. Allow the 
POSITION value supplied by the telescope potentiometer to stabilize (about 10 minutes). 

13. Operator: Press MCU ENABLE key. MCU DISABLED text disappears. 

14. Operator: Check the DISTANCE value at the display and verify its correctness: (760 ± 
2) mm accuracy is satisfactory. If not, check that no air bubbles at the bottom surface 
of t ie SFAT are interfering the measurement. If needed, lift the SFAT out of water, 
lower it back again and let the temperature of the SFAT body stabilize about five 
minutes. DISTANCE is presented also graphically i.. the LCD (see Fig. A1). 

15. Operator: When the DISTANCE value is within the acceptable limits, press READ DIST 
key. The SETPOINT value is calculated to be 78 mm above the calibration surface (760 
mm - 78 mm = 682 mm). 

16. Operator: Drive the telescope down to the SETPOINT by pressing continuously the 
TELESCOPE DOWN button. 

17. Operator: Lift the SFAT from water and rinse with clean water above the pond. Inspect 
manually that the distance from the end of the telescope to the calibration surface is 
equal to the safety margin i.e 78 mm (50 mm from the bottom edge of the collision 
switch). The stroke of the telescope should equal the displayed POSITION. Acceptable 
precision is ± 5 mm. 

13. Operator: Drive the telescope to the UP LIMIT by pressing the TELESCOPE UP button 
until the UP LIMIT message is displayed. 

19. Operator: Select the CHECK mode by pressing the CHECK key and confirm it by 
pressing MCU ENABLE. The SETPOINT and the DISTANCE will be both equal to 810 
mm. 

20. Operator: Test the operation of the collision switch by driving the telescope toward the 
calibration surface. The switch halts the motion of the telescope and the COLLISION 
message is displayed. Drive the telescope up and acknowledge the collision by pressing 
the MCU-ENABLE key. Remove the tester assembly. 

21. Operator: Test the operation of the low limit switch by driving the telescope downwards 
until the COLLISION message is displayed. Acknowledge the low limit by pressing MCU 
ENABLE key. Drive the telescope to the UP LIMIT. 

22. Operator: Switch off the control unit and disconnect the cables from the control unit. 

23. Operator: Attach the support plate (used for docking the SFAT) to the gamma wagon. 
Move the SFAT into the support and release the SFAT from the crane. 

24. Operator: Rinse the SFAT and the cables with clean water to facilitate decontamination. 
Drive the gamma wagon down so that the SFAT is at the upper transport level. Grab the 
SFAT by the fuel handling machine and lift it from the gamma wagon. 
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25. Operator/inspector: Take the PMCA, the control unit and its railing support to the 
bridge. Raise the cable ends to the bridge and hook them safely. 

26. Operator: .nstall the control unit support to the railing. Connect the control unit to 220 
V mains. Connect the SFAT cables to the control unit and switch it on. Go through the 
check list by pressing the CHECK key (see step 7 above). 

27. Inspector: Connect the SFAT signal cable to the PMCA. Set H.V. of the Nal(TI) detector 
to + 5 0 0 V. 

28. Operator: Select the CHECK mode by pressing the CHECK key and test the tightness of 
the sealings by driving the telescope from the up limit to the low limit and again to the 
up limit. 

29. Operator: Switch off the CHECK mode by pressing the CHECK key (now the SETPOIN7 
equals the UP LIMIT). 

30. Operator: From the operators point of view the SFAT is now ready for measurements 
and movements at the upper transport level in the ponds. 
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Figure A3. Positioning of the BWR SFA T. 

2.2 Operation in the storage 

3 1 . Operator: During measurements SFAT is all the time kept on the upper transport level. 

NOTE: Before horizontal movements always raise the telescope up to its top position. 

32. Operator: Drive the SFAT above the fuel assembly to be measured (see Fig. A3) by the 
fuel handling machine. Press READ DIST key to start the distance measurement (if not 
already started). 

NOTE: If acceptable distance reading is not found, move the fuel handling machine slightly 
horizontally until acceptable value is found. 

33. Operator: After the DISTANCE value is stabilized, press READ DIST key again. The 
program calculates now the low setpoint value (SETPOINT). Check that the reading is 
within the acceptance limits (see Fig. A1). 
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34. Operator: Press TELESCOPE DOWN until the SETPOINT is reached (MOTOR BALANCE 
text is displayed). 

35. Inspector: Measure the gamma spectrum. 

36. Operator: Press TELESCOPE UP until the UP LIMIT is reached. The SETPOINT is reset to 
UP LIMIT automatically. 

37. Operator/inspector: Repeat steps 32 to 36 for each assembly to be measured. 

38. Inspector: / fter the measurements, turn the H.V. off and disconnect the cables from 
the analyzer. 

39. Operator: When the measurements are completed take the SFAT back to the gamma 
wagon and disconnect all cables. 

40. Operator: Raise the SFAT out of the water with the crane and wash it with clean water. 

4 1 . Operator: Attach the end cover and lower the SFAT to the bed on the floor. 

42. Operator: Decontaminate the SFAT and the cables according to the facility practice, if 
needed. 

43. Operator: Lift the SFAT gently back to the storage box according to the instructions on 
the cover of the box. 

NOTE: When installing the SFA T into the storage box, make sure that cable support of the 
SFA T is not downwards. 

44. Operator: Fill in the operation logbook which is an appendix to the manual Instructions 
for Maintenance (in the storage box). 
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3. ERROR CONDITIONS 

3.1 Telescope is not moving 

1 . Check the cable connections to the control unit and try again. 

2. If the telescope is in its UP POSITION but not moving, take the SFAT out of the pond 
(see 2.2 above). 

3. If the telescope is not in UP POSITION and not moving, lift the telescope up by the 
safety winch which can be attached to the railing of the fuel handling machine. Take 
the SFAT back to the evacuation bond. Release the safety winch so that the telescope 
lowers to its DOWN POSITION. Disconnect the cables and the winch. Lift the SFAT out 
of the pond. Connect an extra hoisting cable tightly around the SFAT (see Fig. A2) and 
lower the SFAT horizontally on the floor by using two cranes. 

Check the tightness of the connectors of the adapter of the SFAT. Connect the cables to the 
control unit. Select the CHECK mode to drive the telescope. If the telescope doesn't move, 
contact the SFAT maintenance personnel for further instructions. 

3.2. Leak is detected 

1. If the telescope is in UP POSITION, take the SFAT out of the pond (see 2.2 above). 
Keep the SFAT in vertical direction. Connect the telescope cable (black) to the control 
unit. Select the CHECK mode and drive the telescope 200 mm downwards. Open the 
lowest part (housing) of the SFAT and slide it gently downwards to find out if the leak 
is real. Contact the SFAT maintenance personnel for further instructions. 

2. If the telescope is not in UP POSITION and not moving, lift the telescope up by the 
safety winch which can be attached to the railing of the fuel handling machine. Take 
the SFAT back to the evacuation bond. Release the safety winch so that the telescope 
lowers to its DOWN POSITION. Disconnect the cables and the winch. Lift the SFAT out 
of the bond and keep it in vertical direction. Connect the telescope cable (black) to the 
control unit. Select the CHECK mode and drive the telescope to the position 200 mm. 
Open the lowest part (housing) of the SFAT and slide it gently downwards to find out if 
the leak is real. Contact the SFAT maintenance personnel for further instructions. 
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4. HANDLING 

4.1 Lifting 

Because the SFAT is a sensitive measuring instrument it must be handled carefully. For lifting 
and transportation with a fork truck there are special holes under the storage box. For the 
hoisting cables there are lifting places marked. To avoid sliding the cables must be connected 
tightly around the storage box. 

4.2 Storing 

The SFAT must be stored in a dry and warm (room temperature) place. 
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Figure 8. Schematic diagram of the SFAT control panel. 

Operation keys in Fig. 8 have the following 
functions: 
(1) Telescope-up Drives the telescope upwards. 
(2) Telescope-down Drives the telescope down. 
(3) Emergency-stop Stops the telescope 
movement. 
Read-dist Starts up the ultrasonic distance 
measurement. 
MCU-power Controls the power supply to the 
motor. 
MCU-enable Enables the motor control unit. 
Check Switches to a special test mode of 
operation. 
Quit Quits and restarts the SFAT program. 
(8) FLR Resets the system when the force limit 
is exceeded. 

Signal lights (colours) in Fig. 8 indicate the 
following messages: 
(5) PPo (green) Program is running when the 
light is blinking. 
(4) MCU (green) Motor control unit power is 
on. 
(6) Coll (red) The telescope is on its low limit or 
a collision has occurred. 
(7) Leak (red) A water leak is detected. 

Alarms, incidents and other messages that may 
be displayed at the LCD have the following 
significance: 
Emergency stop The EMERGENCY STOP 
button has been pressed. 
Leak A leak has been detected. 
CPU diagnostics Indicates an internal false 
circumstance detected by the control computer 
diagnostics. 
No MCU power Motor control power supply is 
disconnected. 
MCU disabled Motor control unit is disabled. 
MCU force limit The telescope force limit is 
exceeded. 
Motor balance The telescope is not moving. 
UP limit The telescope is at the top position. 
Collision The telescope is at the low limit or a 
collision has occurred. 
(9) of Fig. 8. Corridors for the allowed positions 
of the fuel handles. (Upper corridor for the 
assemblies with a fuel channel, lower for the 
assemblies without it). 
(10) of Fig. 8. Measured position of the fuel 
handle. 
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Figure 9. SFAT control panel is attached to the railing of the bridge of the fuel handling machine 
to allow easy use by the operator. 

4.5 Safety evaluation 

In the horizontal plane SFAT is always moved 
using the fuel handling machine. During 
transport, the mast of the fuel handling 
machine is always on the so-called upper 
transport level (see Fig. 2, page 9). The 
vertical movements of the collimator are 
carried out using the vertical actuator of the 
SFAT. 

4.5,1 Normal operating conditions 

During normal use the SFAT will not he in 
contact with any part of the pool structures. 
The device is hanging from the mast ot the fuel 
handling machine like a fuel assembly. This is 
why it is not under the load of anything else 
hut its own mass. These forces are not 
exceeding the forces used in the strength 
calculations for the technical dimensioning. 

4.5.2 Exceptional operating conditions 

The SFAT operating system has no connection 
to the logic of the fuel handling machine. This 
is why it is requested that ine operator follows 
carefully the SFAT User Manual (Appendix I). 
The User Manual requires that the telescope is 
always driven up. inside the SFAT. before 
horizontal movements. If. however, the SFAT 
is moved horizontally with the telescope down, 
it is possible that the collimator pipe collides 
with an assembly stored with a fuel channel in 
the rack or it may collide with the gate of the 
pool. 

If the SFAT collimator should get stuck to the 
upper part o*' a fuel assembly stored in the 
pool, the most likely consequence is a damage 
to the fuel handling machine telescope. Due to 
the light weight of the collimator, damage to 
fuel rods is not expected. 
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In designing the SFAT the goal has been to 
receive the same safety level as one has in 
transporting fuel assemblies in the storage 
pond. The most serious case concerning the use 
of SFAT is, however, related to dropping of 
the device above the assemblies in the rack. 
This is one of the design basis accidents taken 
into account in designing the facility. 
According to the Final Safety Analysis Report 
of the TVO KPA-STORE (KPA-FSAR/231. 
rev. 1), the gripper of the fuel handling 
machine can be opened only when the fuel 
assembly is lowered into the storage position or 
into the fuel channeling fixture. Opening of the 
gripper while an assembly is hanging from the 
mast is mechanically prevented. In addition to 
this, the control logic of the machine prevents 
electrically opening of the gripper if all 
conditions to open are not fulfilled. The mass 
of the SFAT is less than the mass of a fuel 
assembly and SFAT doesn't include harmful or 
dangerous material that may endanger the 
safety. This is why the case of dropping is 
covered by the paragraph "Fuel handling 
accidents" of the TVO FSAR (TVO 
FSAR/9.5.4, rev. 10/30.11.1992). 

In case the collimator is down and it cannot be 
moved, e.g. due to the loss of electricity, a 
manually operated safety winch can be used. 
With the collimator drawn in. the SFAT has 
the length of a fuel assembly. If the electricity 
is lost when the collimator pipe is up or 
partially up, it will stay self restrained on the 
area of the allowed dynamic load of the 
actuator (< 3500 N). The safety winch can be 
used if needed. 

For the case of an accidental collision in a 
vertical direction, the SFAT is equipped with a 
redundant ollision switch. In collision or 
contact with an obstacle (e.g. a fuel handle), 
the collision switch will stop the movement of 
the collimator. In addition to this, the control 
system of the telescope has a current limit that 
sets an maximum force for moving the 
telescope in case of collision or sticking. After 
exceeding the current limit, the control system 
has to be enabled before using the actuator. 

To reveal possible water leakage, the SFAT 
has a capacitive leakage switch. It is positioned 
to the lowermost position inside the collimator 
pipe to reveal any leakage. 
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5 LICENSING 

5.1 Safety classification 

As a competent safety authority STUK issues 
detailed regulations concerning the safety of the 
nuclear power plants by virtue of the Nuclear 
Energy Act and the Decision of the Council of 
State on the General Regulations for the safety 
of Nuclear Power Plants. The YVL guides are 
rules any individual licensee or any other 
organization concerned shall comply with 
unless some other acceptable procedure or 
solution is presented to STUK by which the 
safety level laid down in an YVL guide is 
achieved. 

According to the safety practice, the systems, 
structures and components of a nuclear power 
plant are assigned to safety classes 1, 2 and 3 
and to class EYT (non-nuclear). Items most 
important to safety are assigned to safety class 
1. Safety classification is the basis when 
determining the regulatory control by STUK. 
The guide VVL 5.8 191 deals with the hoisting 
appliances and fuel handling equipment at 
nuclear facilities. In applying this guide, SFAT 
is included to the group of equipment specified 
as "load-bearing devices connected with the 
above equipment (i.e. fuel handling machines), 
such as replaceable hoisting tools and auxiliary 
lifting devices". The main difference is, 
however, that SFAT is bearing only its own 
mass. SFAT as a verification device is 
classified as EYT (non-nuclear). 

The document "Operational limits and 
conditions" for the TVO facilities sets limits to 
the maximum loads allowed to be moved above 
the ponds. At the TVO KPA-STORE, 
normally <wly fuel assemblies are moved at the 
upper fuel transport level (see Fig. 2, page 9) 

above the storage racks. However, the 
maximum weight of any load allowed to be 
moved at this level is 560 kg. Based on an 
evaluation of damage caused by dropping of a 
fuel assembly onto the spent fuel storage rack, 
the maximum load at the floor level in the air 
is 150 kg, respectively. Both limits relate to 
similar potential damage to fuel assemblies. 
Because die SFAT is moved only on die upper 
transport level above die fuel, its maximum 
admissible weight is 560 kg. 

5.2 Licensing procedure 

The flow of actions required and followed in 
licensing of the BWR SFAT is shown in Fig. 
10. The actions except for the requirements 
and specifications 14/ are based on standard 
regulatory requirements set to the mechanical 
components and structures used at nuclear 
facilities in Finland. 

The construction plan was made by the 
fabricator and it was reviewed and accepted 
after modifications by STUK and TVO. The 
requirements of the operator were taken into 
account in this report. The plan includes a 
general description of the device and its control 
system, detailed information of materials and 
components, strength analysis, mechanical 
design, electrical design, safety analysis, all 
technical drawings and instructions needed for 
fabrication and quality control. The accepted 
plan was returned to the fabricator and the 
fabrication was started. 

After fabrication, the first part of the 
construction inspection was performed jointly 
by STUK and the operator at the factory. It 
was ensured that the components have been 
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Figure 10. Flow chart of the licensing procedure of the BWR SFAT. IAEA is the end-user, STUK 
is the competent safety authority, TVO is the operator, VTT is an independent technical expert 
body, Plustech is the constructor of the SFAT. 
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manufactured and the quality control was 
performed in accordance with the accepted 
construction plans. For example, the tightness 
of all the weldings of the frame tube was 
inspected using a dye penetration test. 
Additionally, it was ascertained that 
components had not been subjected to actions 
that are detrimental to their integrity during 
operation. After inspection of documents and 
structure, functional tests including pressure, 
loading and tightness tests were performed 
according to a separate functional test plan. 
Comments and results were written down in 
the inspection protocol. 

The second part of the construction inspection 
took place at the facility. The SFAT was 
transported in a special transport and storage 
box from the factory to the facility. Operator 
had earlier accepted to use and to be 
responsible of using the SFAT at the facility. 
Before the function tests, it was verified that all 
comments made and deficiencies found during 
the construction inspection at the factory had 
been corrected and the device was ready for 
use under water. Functional tests were 
performed according to the test plan. 
Functional tests included handling and 

installation of the SFAT by the operator, 
positioning above and radiation detection from 
spent fuel assemblies as well as 
decontamination before returning the device 
into the storage box. 

In parallel with the hardware fabrication, the 
user manual (Appendix I) 2nd the maintenance 
programme HI were prepared. The user 
manual was followed during the facility tests ft 
was revised according to the practical 
experience gained during the construction 
inspection and the inspection use by the IAEA. 

The Agency acceptance tests were performed 
successfully in September 1993. after the 
SFAT was commissioned at the TVO KPA-
STORE. 

£.3 Quality control 

The quality control of the BWR SFAT is based 
on the Quality Handbook of Plustech Ltd. The 
instructions of the Handbook are based on the 
ISO 9000 standard. The quality control covers 
every phase from the primary design, material 
and component purchase to the manufacturing 
and maintenance. 
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6 FUNCTIONAL AND PERFORMANCE 
TESTS 

The testing programme was prepared by the VTT and accepted 
by the coordinating group. The goal of the testing was to verify 
that the functional, mechanical and handling specifications set to 
the device were met 141. The tests were performed in two parts, 
first part at the factory, the second part at the storage. 

6.1 Tests at factory 

The factory testing of the SFAT was performed 
according to the functional test plan in 
connection with the construction inspection. 
The water tightness was checked first in static 
conditions i.e. the collimator pipe was not 
moved under water. The sensitivity of the leak 
switch was tuned to give the alarm on real 
leaks. The Nal detector signal was noticed to 
be noisy if the detector and the SFAT metal 
structures were in electrical contact. The 
interference was eliminated by insulating the 
detector by a plastic cover fining into the 
detector housing. The whole SFAT was 
immersed into a water-filled test chamber with 
an overpressure of 2 bars overnight. In this 
way the final SFAT construction was tested to 
tolerate the pressure of the storage pool down 
to the depth of 10 m with a safety factor of 
two. The gamma spectra were measured to be 
stable. 

The precision of vertical positioning was tested 
at different water temperatures (15 - 32.5°C) 
using different surfaces of the SFAT handle. 
No difficulties were found in finding the 
correct distance even though the surface of the 
handle was covered with sandpaper imitating a 
strongly corrodated handle of an irradiated 
assembly. The diameter of the ultrasound cone 
at the level of the handle in measurement 
conditions is about 80 mm. This guarantees the 
signal to make an echo from the handle of any 
assembly to be measured. The distance 
between the handle and the tip of the 

collimator pipe was measured both manually 
and using the ultrasonic distance sensor. The 
ultrasonic distance measurement proved to be 
repeatable wiUiin + I mm and accurate within 
+ 2 mm on the measurement range between 
300 - 770 mm above the handle. During the 
factory tests the temperature of the air of the 
testing hall was around + I4°C. It was noticed 
that the precision of the distance measurements 
depends on the stabilization of die temperature 
between tie test pool and the SFAT body 
around the u!*rasonic sensor. The sensor is 
temperature compel led and precise readings 
require stabilization tiir.e. The measurement 
range of the thermometer u.-ed for temperature 
compensation reaches to + 40.2CC. Thi.-. is 
enough because the maximum temperature of 
the TVO KPA-STORE pool water is 40°C and 
normal water temperature is around 25°C. 
Measurement conditions at the storage pool are 
less critical in this respect because SFAT is 
stored in room temperature and it will reach a 
temperature equilibrium in about 15 minutes 
under water. 

For safety reasons the actuator has upper and 
lower limit switches which automatically stop 
the collimator movement. These limits were 
tested to work properly. The actuator force 
limits which automatically stop the movement 
in case of overload (excess of the mass of the 
collimator) were verified to be around 50 kg 
for lifting and 40 kg for lowering, respectively. 
The collimator speed was measured to he 
repeatable. (19.5 ± 0.2) mm/scc downwards 
and (16.5 + 0.2) mm/sec upwards, respec
tively. 
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Operation of the safety logic was tested in the 
test pool simulating the real measurement 
conditions. The redundant safety logic is 
independent of the computer controlled driving 
of the actuator. The collimator tip was collided 
on purpose while the telescope was driven 
down. The safety «witch stopped the movement 
in all cases studied without difficulty. In 
addition to a contact with a horizontal plane or 
obstacle, the collimator was driven in contact 
also with an inclined surface. Special attention 
was paid to assure of the reliable and safe 
operation of the switch itself. 

The tip of the collimator pipe including the 
redundant safety switch was designed smooth 
to prevent it from getting stuck in case of 
unexpected contact with fuel assemblies or any 
other object. This feature was also tested using 
the real fuel handles and fuel channels 
available. 

In case of malfunction or accidental loss of 
electrical power, the collimator pipe may need 
to be drawn in. The emergency winch 
mechanism designed for this purpose was 
tested. The collimator pipe was manually 
winched in without difficulty following the 
instructions of the user manual. The collimator 
pipe was also verified to be self retentive in 
case of loss of power. 
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Figure 11. SFAT spectrum of a fuel assembly 
with a low burnup of 18 MWd/kgU and cooling 
time of 8 a. 
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6.2 Tests at storage 

The factory tests were complemented by the 
functional tests at the storage. The user manual 
(Appendix 1) was followed step by step to test 
the logic and completeness of the instructions 
for handling, installation and use. The manual 
was followed by different operators on 
different days. The operator is responsible for 
safe handling and use of the SFAT at the 
facility. The user manual was revised when 
needed. Later on, also the IAEA comments 
during an inspection use of the SFAT were 
taken into account in the user manual mainly to 
make handling and use of the device more 
transparent to the inspector. 

According to the user manual, a spectrum of 
gamma reference sources of 137Cs (activity 
about 350 kBq) and MCo (activity about 
200 kBq) was measured by placing them above 
the Nal detector while the SFAT was still in 
the storage box (see Fig. 5, page 13). The 
gamma peak positions were found later to be 
stable when compared to the spectrum 
measured from spent fuel. 
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Figure 12. SFAT spectrum of a fuel assembly 
with a high burnup of 56 MWd/kgU and 
cooling time of 8 a (LT = 200 sec). 
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Most of functional tests performed at the 
factory were repeated successfully at the 
storage conditions. The results confirmed the 
mechanical and functional performance 
detected at the factory. The emergency winch 
test was also repeated successfully. 

6.3 Test measurements at the 
storage 

During the facility measurements, September 6 
- 9, 1993, the SFAT was tested and thereafter 
used by the IAEA for the annual PIV of the 
TVO KPA-STORE. The exercise comprised 
the measurement of 31 fuel assemblies. Some 
measurements were repeated after repositioning 
of the device for checking the repeatability of 
the results. The resolution of individual fuel 
assemblies was confirmed by measuring the 
spectrum coming above a gap between two 
adjacent assemblies. The total number of 
spectra measured in the fuel pond amounted 68 
in two days. 

The assemblies for the tests were selected to 
have a good coverage of different burnups and 
cooling times. A series of low burnup 
assemblies (15 - 20 MWd/kgU) with the coo
ling time of 7 - 12 years was measured. Fuel 
assemblies stored with a fuel channel and wit
hout it were chosen randomly. 

The measurements performed during the 
September 1993 exercise were complemented 
by a second measurement campaign carried out 
on 29 - 30 November 1993. In this campaign 
nine different fuel assemblies were measured. 
Some of the measurements were again repe
ated. In addition, four assemblies were 
measured with a 1000 seconds measurement 
time to check the effect of the measurement 
statistics to the verification of fuel assemblies 
with a weak signal. The effect of the distance 
of the collimator pipe to the fuel assembly was 
studied by a vertical scan over the distance of 
45 to 100 mm above the fuel handle. The hori
zontal resolution was verified more accurately 
with a horizontal scan over two pitch lengths 
(330 mm) with 10 mm intervals. In addition, 

an empty position surrounded by high burnup 
fuel bundles was measured in order to verify 
the localization of an empty position or a 
dummy assembly. The total number of spectra 
measured in this second campaign was 61. 

6.4 Measured spectra 

A typical gamma spectrum of a low burnup (18 
MWd/kgU) fuel assembly is shown in Fig. 11. 
The spectrum of a high burnup (36 MWd/kgU) 
fuel assembly is shown in Fig. 12. The n7Cs 
signal is clearly more distinct for the high 
burnup fuel than for the low burnup fuel. The 
background is lower also due to empty storage 
positions around this assembly. In addition, the 
134Cs signal (Ey = 604.7 keV, CT = 2.1 a) is 
distinguishable in the high burnup fuel, while it 
cannot be distinguished in the low burnup fuel 
with a 8 years cooling time. The scattered 
radiation coming from the adjacent fuel assem
blies is the principal reason for the very high 
background level, which makes the detection of 
the target 137Cs photopeak difficult. In cases 
where the Cs-activity is low and/or the 
background is high, it may be difficult to 
detect the photopeak visually (see 6.5). It was 
shown during the measurements that a longer 
measurement time solves the problem in most 
cases. Figures 13 and 14 (page 26) demonstrate 
the effect of increasing the measurement time 
from 200 sec to 1000 sec to the ejection of 
the 662 keV photopeak of 137Cs. 

The cooling time has a special influence on the 
height of the 1MCs peak. Fig. 15 (page 26) 
shows a 20 MWd/kgU burnup fuel assembly 
with 7 years cooling time. In this spectrum the 
134Cs signal is still visible, whereas in the 
assembly of Fig. 11 wit** a comparable burnup 
the 1MCs signal cannot be distinguished 
visually. 

The disappearance of all peak information -
including the T o peaks - above the gap 
between two adjacent assemblies can be 
considered as a check of separation of each 
individual assembly. The spectrum measured 
above the gap is shown in Fig. 16 (page 26). 
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Figure 13. SFAT spectrum of 200 sec 
measurement time (LT) of an assembly with 
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Figure IS. SFAT spectrum of a fuel assembly 
with a burnup of 20 MWd/kgU and cooling 

burnup of 17 MWd/kgV and cooling time of 9 time of 7 a. 
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Figure 14. SFAT spectrum of the assembly of 
Fig. 13 after the measurement time of 1000 sec 
(LT). Detection of the photopeak of U7Cs is 
more reliable. 
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Figure 16. SFAT spectrum above the gap 
between two assemblies. All gamma-ray 
photopeaks are missing (LT = 200 sec). 
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Figure 17. SFAT spearum above an empty 
position surrounded by irradiated assemblies in 
the storage rack (LT = 200 sec). 
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Figure 19. Double-peak fit of'37Cs and ,MCs to 
the 662 keV area results in an optimized fit 
also in the 604 keV area ofI34Cs resulting in a 
better signal-to-noise ratio of the ,37Cs 
photopeak. 
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Figure 18. Single-peak fit of U7Cs to the 
662 keV area results in underestimation of the 
604keVareaof"4Cs. 

Figure 20. SFAT spectrum above the gap 
between two assemblies. All gamma-ray 
photopeaks are missing (LT = 200 sec). 
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An empty position or a non-radioactive dummy 
assembly in the middle of irradiated assemblies 
gives a spectrum with no photopeaks as shown 
in Fig. 17. 

6.5 Peak fitting procedures 

The spectra obtained from the test 
measurements were analyzed by fitting the 
'"Cs photopeak as a Gaussian peak on a 
parabolic background using the least squares 
method. The program SigmaPlot for Windows 
was used for the data fit and for graphical 
presentation of the results. The fitting was 
performed on an interval 508...810 keV. The 
residual plot showed that in most of the spectra 
there was an unfitted peak left on 605 keV. 
This peak originates from "4Cs (ET = 604.7 
keV. CT = 2.1 a). The inclusion of the 604.7 
keV peak of lwCs improved the fit signifi
cantly. The relative standard deviation of the 
target '"Cs peak area of typically 5... 15 % 
was obtained, depending on the burnup, the 
cooling time of the fuel assembly and on the 
environment of adjacent fuel assemblies, for a 
typical measurement time of 200 seconds. 

The measurement time of 200 seconds can be 
considered to be sufficient in the majority of 
the cases. Should the '"Cs peak be not visually 
distinguishable after 200 seconds, the statistics 
of the measurement can be improved by a lon
ger measurement. Even if the '"Cs peak were 
not visible on the small display of the PMCA, 
it may be significantly above zero if the peak 
area is estimated by a curve fit. 

The effect of the inclusion of the l34Cs photo
peak is illustrated in Figs. 18 and 19. The fit 
of only the '"Cs photopeak over the interval 
508...810 keV for th spectrum shown in Fig. 
11 (burnup = 18 MV>d/kgU, CT = 8 a) gave 
the '"Cs photopeak area of 8886 counts in 200 
seconds with the relative standard deviation of 
18 %. The fitted curve together with the 
experimental spectrum is shown in Fig. 18. 
The inclusion of the wCs photopeak in the fit 
increased the '"Cs peak area by 20 % and 
reduced its standard deviation into almost one 

half, 9.7 %. The result of the fit of the two 
photopeaks is shown in Fig. 19. 

6.6 Scans 

6.6.1 Vertical scan 

To test the sensitivity of the device to its 
vertical positioning, a scan over the interval 
45... 100 mm (distance from the tip of the 
collimator pipe to the fuel handle) was 
performed above a fuel assembly with a burnup 
of 27.8 MWd/kgU and a cooling time of 6.5 
years. The results are shown in Figs 20 and 
21. 

Figure 20 shows the signal-to-noise ratio 
obtained from a single-peak fit ("7Cs only). 
Figure 21 shows the corresponding result for a 
two-peak fit ('"Cs and mCs). The signal-to-
noise values are systematically higher for the 
two-peak fits. On the other hand, the signal-to-
noise value is more or less constant for a 
single-peak fit whereas it shows a significant 
fluctuation for the two-peak fit. The result at 
65 mm in Fig. 21 shows an exceptionally high 
value, which shall not be attributed to any 
optimum height, but merely understood as a 
manifestation of the fluctuations in the signal-
to-noise values obtained experimentally. 

6.6.2 Horizontal scan 

The '"Cs signal-to-noise value of a horizontal 
scan over two fuel assemblies is shown in Fig. 
22. The first fuel assembly has a burnup of 32 
MWd/kgU and a cooling time of 5.5 years 
while the second assembly has a burnup of 
17.9 MWd/kgU with and a cooling time of 
11.5 years, respectively. 

The effect of the burnup is clearly visible in 
Fig. 22 showing about double signal-to-noise 
values for the higher burnup assembly. The 
longer cooling time of the low burnup 
assembly cannot significantly compensate for 
the smaller signal due to the lower activity. 
The overall structure of the fuel assembly with 
a clear shadowing effect of the fuel handle is 
visible on both assemblies. 
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The horizontal resolution can be seen in the 
behavior of the signal when going over the gap 
between the two assemblies. The nominal gap 
width is 33 mm and the collimator tube 
diameter is 28 mm. The 117Cs signal falls down 
to zero above the gap. The effective width of 
the gap, as measured between the half-value 
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Figure 21. The signal-to-noise ratio of the 
,37Cs photopeak measured at different vertical 
heights above the assembly using data of a 
double-peak fit of'37Cs at 662 keV and l34Cs at 
604.7 keV 

points of the signai-to-noise ratio, is about 35 
mm in good accordance with the nominal gap 
width. The signal falls below the noise level at 
about 20 nun interval in the middle of the gap. 
The results of the horizontal scan show clearly 
that the resolution of the SFAT device is good 
enough to distinguish unambiguously one 
assembly from the adjacent ones. 
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Figure 22. Horizontal scan over two 
assemblies. The left one with a higher burnup 
is clearly separated from the right one with a 
lower burnup. 
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8 CONCLUSIONS 

The SFAT design was based on the experience 
gained using the previous SFATs. When 
shorter devices were used, the logic of the fuel 
handling machine limited movements in the 
pond. With lighter devices the swinging of the 
device after movements limited the precision of 
positioning. Both problems have been solved 
using the present design and a shape of a real 
fuel assembly. The fuel assembly design can 
also be considered to increase operating safety 
because the operator is not required to make 
any vertical movements of the fuel handling 
machine during verification. 

The test results of about 130 measurements and 
experience gained during inspections show that 
the device is optimized in every respect for the 
intended use at the TVO KPA-STORE. It is 
obvious that the BWR SFAT can be used for 
gross defect verification of spent fuel 
assemblies at the storage during the whole 
anticipated storage period which is about 40 -
50 years at the moment. With increasing 
cooling time, the interference caused mainly by 
"'Co will be decaying much faster than the 
activity of the "TCs. This makes the 

verification even easier with time which is 
opposite to the behavior of methods based on 
the detection of spent fuel non-specific signals 
e.g. the CVD. During the facility tests, all 
assemblies were found rather easy to verify. 
The low activity assemblies need only a little 
longer measurement time. To improve the "7Cs 
peak detection in the multichannel analyzer 
(PMCA), a peak fitting code is recommended 
to be used. Such a code is expected to be 
rather easy to develop and use by the inspector 
in the PMC A or in a PC-based MCA-system. 

The resolution of the Nal detector is good 
enough to allow the use of 662 keV gamma 
lines of mCs for verification. It is clear, 
however, that the visual detection of the 
presence of gamma peaks of 137Cs can be made 
faster and easier by increasing the resolution of 
the detector. The fast development of the CdTe 
detectors during the last years indicates that the 
most promising way of increasing the detector 
resolution is to use a small sized CdTe 
detector. Such a detector needs also much less 
lead shielding than a Nal detector with a large 
photomultiplier inside the detector head. 
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